Abstract. We analyse the 3-extremal holomorphic maps from the unit disc D to the symmetrised bidisc G def = {(z + w, zw) : z, w ∈ D} with a view to the complex geometry and function theory of G. These are the maps whose restriction to any triple of distinct points in D yields interpolation data that are only just solvable. We find a large class of such maps; they are rational of degree at most 4. It is shown that there are two qualitatively different classes of rational G-inner functions of degree at most 4, to be called aligned and caddywhompus functions; the distinction relates to the cyclic ordering of certain associated points on the unit circle. The aligned ones are 3-extremal. We describe a method for the construction of aligned rational G-inner functions; with the aid of this method we reduce the solution of a 3-point interpolation problem for aligned holomorphic maps from D to G to a collection of classical NevanlinnaPick problems with mixed interior and boundary interpolation nodes. Proofs depend on a form of duality for G.
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Introduction
Hyperbolic geometry in the sense of Kobayashi [21] studies a domain Ω by means of the embedding of holomorphic discs in Ω. That is, it makes use of the elements of Hol(D, Ω), the space of holomorphic maps from the open unit disc D of the complex plane into Ω. Here we study the hyperbolic geometry of the open symmetrised bidisc G def = {(z + w, zw) : |z| < 1, |w| < 1} in C 2 , but whereas the Kobayashi distance in a domain Ω is defined in terms of maps in Hol(D, Ω) whose images pass through a given pair of points in Ω, this paper is concerned with holomorphic maps from D to G passing through a given triple of points. One could think of this more delicate issue as constituting a form of 'Kobayashi curvature'; it also relates to questions of interpolation that arise in an intended application to H ∞ control. As in Kobayashi's theory, there will be an emphasis on extremality. The 3-extremal holomorphic maps of the title are maps in Hol(D, G) whose restriction to any 3-point set yields interpolation data that are only just solvable. This notion was introduced in [2] . Formally, for any domain Ω, a map h ∈ Hol(D, Ω) is nextremal if, for any choice of n distinct points λ 1 , . . . , λ n in D and for any open neighbourhood U of the closed unit disc, there is no function f ∈ Hol(U, Ω) such that f (λ j ) = h(λ j ) for j = 1, . . . , n.
G was first studied because of its connection with a problem in control engineering, but it has turned out that the geometry of G is also significant for the theory of invariant distances [20, 14, 17, 23] .
The 2-extremal maps in Hol(D, G) are precisely the complex geodesics of G. They are rational functions of degree at most 2 and can be written down explicitly [7, 25] . These geodesics are also a fortiori 3-extremal maps, but the class of 3-extremals is much larger. In this paper we identify a large class of 3-extremal maps in Hol(D, G); they are rational functions of degree at most 4. They are also G-inner, which means that they map almost every point of the unit circle to the distinguished boundary bG of G (Definition 3.3). Now bG = {(z + w, zw) : |z| = 1 = |w|} ⊂ C 2 which is topologically a Möbius band. The fact that the distinguished boundary of G (unlike that of the bidisc) itself has a boundary lends an additional richness to the function theory of G. A consequence relevant to this paper is that there are two qualitatively different classes of rational G-inner functions of degree at most 4, which we call aligned and caddywhompus
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; the distinction relates to the cyclic ordering of points on the unit circle T at which the values of the function lie on the edge of the Möbius band. We prove that aligned rational G-inner functions of degree at most 4 are 3-extremal.
The heart of the paper is a technique for constructing aligned rational G-inner functions of degree at most 4, and the crux of the proof is a technical lemma (the 'Snare Lemma' in Section 10) which enables us to prove an appropriate boundedness property. The method depends on certain 'magic functions' Φ ω on G, where |ω| = 1, which play a role analogous to linear functionals in linear duality theory. This special form of duality for G is described in Section 3.
Our main result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a 3-point interpolation problem to be solvable by an aligned rational G-inner function of degree at most 4, in the sense that it reduces the problem to a collection of one-variable interpolation problems each of which has a classical solvability criterion. We state the theorem, though some of the terminology will only be explained later. Problem ♦ (see page 9) is a one-variable Nevanlinna-Pick-type interpolation problem, with both interior and boundary interpolation nodes. Condition C 1 (λ, z) (Definition 3.2, page 5) is a parametrised family of Pick conditions (that is, the positivity of a family of matrices). Theorem 1.1. Let λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 be distinct points in D and let z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ G. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists an aligned G-inner function h of degree at most 4 such that h(λ j ) = z j for j = 1, 2, 3; (2) condition C 1 (λ, z) holds extremally and actively, and the associated Problem ♦ is solvable.
The proof of the theorem is constructive, so that when (2) holds, we can in principle construct the desired function h, which will necessarily be 3-extremal. Corollary 5.4 gives a criterion for condition (2) to hold in terms of the rank and positivity of an associated matrix.
The definition of 3-extremality that we introduced in [2] is not the only natural one; several others are possible. A secondary theme of the paper is to find relations between these notions and to explore which of them are fruitful -see especially Section 16.
Preliminaries
We shall denote by ∆ the closed unit disc and by S the Schur class, that is, the set Hol(D, ∆) of holomorphic maps from D to ∆. The Riemann sphere will be denoted by C * . In addition to the symmetrised bidisc G we shall also need its closure Γ, that is, the closed symmetrised bidisc h(λ j ) = z j for j = 1, . . . , n. In particular, find a criterion for the existence of such an h.
Interpolation data λ j ∈ D → z j ∈ E, j = 1, . . . , n, will be said to be solvable if there exists h ∈ Hol(D, E) such that h(λ j ) = z j for each j.
In order to understand 3-extremal holomorphic maps one must be concerned with Problem IΓ or IG with n = 3, but statements will be formulated for general n and E where possible. In the case that some target point z j lies in the topological boundary ∂Γ of Γ then Problem IΓ can be solved relatively easily: see Section 14. The paper is therefore mainly concerned with the case that the target points z j are all in G.
If a problem IΓ is solvable then it has a solution h ∈ Hol(D, Γ) that is G-inner; we may therefore restrict ourselves to the search for G-inner interpolating functions. If a certain conjecture that we made in [2] is true then all 3-extremal maps in Hol(D, G) are rational G-inner functions of degree at most 4 [2, Theorem 7.3 and Observation 9.2]. The conjecture is given below as the statement (3.10).
A form of duality for the symmetrised bidisc
A fruitful theme in hyperbolic geometry is a duality between Hol(D, Ω) and Hol(Ω, D) that culminates in a theorem of Lempert to the effect that the Lempert function and Carathéodory distance coincide for convex domains Ω ⊂ C d . The meaning of the statement is that, for any pair of points z 1 , z 2 ∈ Ω, the two quantities
are equal, where ρ denotes the pseudohyperbolic distance on D. The functions δ Ω and C Ω are defined to be the Lempert function and the Carathéodory distance on Ω respectively [20] .
Lempert's theorem, and the theory of invariant distances of which it is a high point, suggest that, for any pair of domains D and Ω, we should associate with the interpolation data
and any g ∈ Hol(Ω, D) the derived interpolation problem
Definition 3.1. The interpolation data (3.3) are said to be weakly solvable if, for every g ∈ Hol(Ω, D), the interpolation data (3.4) are solvable.
Clearly solvable data are weakly solvable (if h solves (3.3) then g •h solves (3.4)). In some cases the converse is also true: if Ω is a polydisc then weak solvability implies solvability, for one may let g run through the co-ordinate functions. However, Hol(Ω, D) may be a very small set (for example, if Ω = C), and so one cannot expect weak solvability to imply solvability in the absence of suitable properties of Ω. Nevertheless, since Γ is so closely related to the bidisc, one could hope that weak solvability might imply solvability for Problem IΓ. Alas, it is not so: see Section 15 below. Consequently weak solvability is inadequate for the purpose of solving Problem IΓ. We therefore introduce a stronger form of duality specific to G.
To explain this duality we use some special functions in Hol(G, D) which enjoy a certain extremality property. These are the rational functions Φ(ω, ·) for ω ∈ T, where, for (z, s, p) ∈ C 3 such that zs = 2,
These functions have the property that
(see, for example, [6] ). In complex-geometric terms, the Φ(ω, ·) are the magic functions [8] of G (though we shall not use this fact). The function Φ(z, s, p) is defined for (z, s, p) ∈ C 3 such that zs = 2. In particular, Φ is defined and analytic on D × Γ (since |s| ≤ 2 when (s, p) ∈ Γ). We shall write Φ z (s, p) as a synonym for Φ(z, s, p). The function Φ plays a central role in the study of Γ. See [4] for an account of how Φ arises.
With the problem
and any function m ∈ S, we associate the Nevanlinna-Pick problem
In this way a problem IΓ is associated with a family of classical Nevanlinna-Pick problems. It is the study of these associated problems that constitutes the stronger form of duality that we consider.
For α ∈ C we write
In the event that α ∈ D the rational function B α is called a Blaschke factor. A Möbius function is a function of the form cB α for some α ∈ D and c ∈ T. The set of all Möbius functions is the automorphism group Aut D of D. We denote by Bl n the set of Blaschke products of degree at most n.
where λ 1 , . . . , λ n are distinct points in D, satisfy condition C (or condition C ν , for some non-negative integer ν) if, for every υ ∈ S (or for every υ ∈ Bl ν , respectively), the Nevanlinna-Pick data
Clearly, if h ∈ Hol(D, G) is a solution of the problem (3.6) then, for any m ∈ S, Φ • (m, h) is a solution of the derived problem (3.7). Thus condition C and, a fortiori, condition C ν are necessary for the solvability of Problem IΓ. The question arises: is condition C sufficient for the solvability of Problem IΓ? If this question (originally posed in [2] ) can be answered affirmatively it will be a major step towards the numerical solution of the spectral Nevanlinna-Pick problem for 2 × 2 matrix functions, a problem that is currently poorly understood. In [2] we conjectured that C is sufficient for solvability, and indeed that the following stronger statement is true: (3.10)
Condition C n−2 is sufficient for the solvability of Problem IΓ.
Theorem 1.1 is a partial affirmative answer in the case n = 3. An important role will be played by the analogue for Hol(D, Γ) of inner functions, defined as follows.
for almost all λ ∈ T with respect to Lebesgue measure, where bΓ denotes the distinguished boundary {(z + w, zw) : |z| = 1 = |w|} of Γ.
As was mentioned in Section 2, if a problem IΓ is solvable then it has a G-inner solution, so there is no loss in seeking G-inner interpolating functions.
Extremal solvability
In classical Nevanlinna-Pick theory interpolation data that are extremally solvable admit a unique interpolating function q, which is a Blaschke product of degree less than the number of interpolation nodes. Moreover, there is a simple formula for q in terms of a null vector of the Pick matrix of the data (for example, [1] ). Extremally solvable data play an important role in the present study too. In this section we introduce a natural geometric notion of extremally solvable interpolation data, as well as notions of extremality related to conditions C and C ν , and prove a relation between them.
Here is a very general type of extremal solvability, which applies to interpolation data
where D is a domain and E is a connected subset of C N for some N (we have in mind sets E that are either open or closed). h(λ j ) = z j for j = 1, . . . , n, hold.
3-extremal holomorphic maps and the symmetrised bidisc
Thus a map h ∈ Hol(D, Ω) is n-extremal if and only if, for any choice of n distinct points λ 1 , . . . , λ n ∈ D, the interpolation data λ j ∈ D → h(λ j ) ∈ Ω are extremally solvable. Definition 4.1 is natural from a geometric viewpoint, but it appears to be difficult to use in the context of Problem IΓ. The following stronger notion has proved fruitful.
Definition 4.2. Let the interpolation data (3.8) for Problem IΓ satisfy condition C. The data satisfy condition C extremally (or satisfy C ν extremally) if there exists an m ∈ S (or m ∈ Bl ν , respectively) such that the data
are extremally solvable Nevanlinna-Pick data. Alternatively, we say that the condition C(λ, z) (or C ν (λ, z)) holds extremally. We say that m ∈ S or Bl ν is an auxiliary extremal for the data (3.8) if the data (4.3) are extremally solvable. We shall say that C ν is active or holds actively and extremally for the data (3.8) if C ν (λ, z) holds extremally and there is a Blaschke product m of degree exactly ν such that the data (4.3) are extremally solvable.
The conditions C ν were introduced in [2] . In Definition 4.2 we do not assume that the interpolation data are solvable; in fact one of the main questions that we confront is whether data that satisfy condition C extremally are necessarily solvable. In the case that the data are solvable, however, we can ask how the extremal C condition relates to extremal solvability in the sense of Definition 4.1. This will be proved in Section 16 (Theorem 16.6), where we shall see further that other natural notions of extremal solvability are also weaker than the extremal C(λ, z) condition.
One could say that a function h ∈ Hol(D, G) is 3-C-extremal if, for every triple λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 of distinct points in D, the interpolation data λ j → h(λ j ) satisfies condition C extremally. Theorem 4.3 then shows that every 3-C-extremal map in Hol(D, G) is 3-extremal. The question as to how much stronger 3-C-extremality is than 3-extremality relates to the conjecture (3.10): if it is true then the two notions coincide. At present it remains open whether the conjecture (3.10) is true.
Remark 4.4. If the n-point interpolation data (3.8) satisfy condition C extremally then they satisfy C n extremally.
Trivially they satisfy C n . Let m ∈ S be such that the Nevanlinna-Pick data (4.3) are extremally solvable. Since the n-point Nevanlinna-Pick data λ j → m(λ j ) are solvable, there exists a Blaschke product ψ of degree at most n such that ψ(λ j ) = m(λ j ) for each j (use induction and Schur reduction, or see [1, Theorem 6.15] ). Then λ j → Φ(ψ(λ j ), z j ), j = 1, . . . , n, are extremally solvable Nevanlinna-Pick data, and so the data λ → z satisfy C n extremally.
When interpolation data (3.8) for Problem IΓ satisfy condition C ν extremally then, by Definition (3.8), they admit an auxiliary extremal m ∈ Bl ν . It is far from the case that the auxiliary extremal m is uniquely determined, or even that the degree d(m) is unique for a particular set of data, as the following examples show. 2 ) where 0 < r < 1. Every degree 0 inner function m ∈ T is an auxiliary extremal for C 1 ; there is no auxiliary extremal of degree 1. Therefore in this case C 1 holds extremally, but C 1 is inactive.
The function m(λ) = −λ is an auxiliary extremal for C 1 ; there is no auxiliary extremal of degree 0. Here q(λ) = −λ 2 . In this case C 1 holds extremally and actively. (3) Let f be a Blaschke product of degree 1 or 2 and let h = (2f, f 2 ). Every m ∈ Bl 1 is an auxiliary extremal and, for every m, we have q = −f .
The main theorem
In this section we explain and motivate Theorem 1.1. Let us recall the statement: Let λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 be distinct points in D and let z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ G. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists an aligned G-inner function h of degree at most 4 such that h(λ j ) = z j for j = 1, 2, 3; (2) condition C 1 (λ, z) holds extremally and actively, and the associated Problem ♦ is solvable. We must explain the terms aligned and Problem ♦. For the former we need the notion of royal nodes.
This is a specialization to rational functions of [2, Definition 7.8] . If h = (s, p) then the royal nodes of h are the solutions of the equation s 2 = 4p, and so there are 2d(p) of them, counting multiplicities and possible solutions at ∞. Royal nodes lying in T are particularly important: if ω ∈ T is a royal node of h then |s(ω)| = 2 and furthermore the curve h(exp(it)), 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π, in bΓ touches the edge of the Möbius band for exp(it) = ω; see Lemma 6.4 below.
It transpires that there are two qualitatively different types of degree 4 G-inner functions with 3 or more royal nodes in T, corresponding to different cyclic orderings of certain triples of points on the circle. Definition 5.2. Let h = (s, p) be a rational G-inner function. We say that h is aligned if h(D) ⊂ G, the degree of h is at most 4 and there exist at least d(p) − 1 distinct royal nodes of h in T and, if d(p) = 4, there are distinct royal nodes ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 of h in T such that the points 1 2 s(ω 1 ), 1 2 s(ω 2 ), 1 2 s(ω 3 ) ∈ T are distinct and in the opposite cyclic order to ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 .
3-extremal holomorphic maps and the symmetrised bidisc
The significance of royal nodes in T is connected with cancellations in the function 2mp−s 2−ms , as discussed in Section 9. 2) is an aligned function of degree 4; some G-inner functions of degree 4 that are not aligned are given in Examples 13.2.
In Section 6 we give a characterisation of aligned functions in terms of the C 1 -extremality of 3-point interpolation data generated by these functions. We show that aligned functions are 3-extremals in Hol(D, G).
Given a 3-point problem IΓ that satisfies condition C 1 extremally, in order to construct an interpolating function h = (s, p) we aim first to find a unimodular rational function p with suitable properties, then to define s in terms of p, m and q and show that (s, p) is the required interpolating function. Clearly p must be a solution of the Nevanlinna-Pick problem λ j → p j , j = 1, 2, 3, but this is not enough -it turns out that p must also satisfy certain boundary interpolation conditions. The problem of finding a suitable p comes down to the following. Problem ♦ Given data λ j , s j , p j , j = 1, 2, 3, that satisfy condition C 1 extremally with auxiliary extremal m ∈ Aut D find a Blaschke product p of degree at most 4 such that
where the τ ℓ are the roots of the equation mq(τ ) = 1 and q is the unique function in the Schur class such that
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Sections 6 to 12.
As is well known (for example, [9, 12, 11, 19, 13] ) there is a criterion of solvability of Nevanlinna-Pick problems like Problem ♦ in terms of the positivity and rank of a Pick matrix. Combination of such a criterion with Theorem 1.1 yields the following.
Corollary 5.4. Let λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 be distinct points in D and let z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ G. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists an aligned G-inner function h of degree at most 4 such that h(λ j ) = z j for j = 1, 2, 3; (2) condition C 1 (λ, z) holds extremally and actively, and if m ∈ Aut D, q ∈ Bl 2 and τ 1 , . . . , τ 1+d(q) are as in the statement of Problem ♦ then there exist positive numbers ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 such that the (4+d(q))-square matrix M = m ij is positive semi-definite and of rank at most 4, where 
The classes E νn of rational functions
In this section we recall some results from [2] about some classes of rational G-inner functions. The following statement is proved in [2, Proposition 5.1]; it follows easily from the properties of solutions of extremally solvable NevanlinnaPick problems.
Proposition 6.1. For any Γ-interpolation data λ j → z j , j = 1, . . . , n and ν ≥ 0, the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) C ν (λ, z) holds extremally;
(ii) C ν (λ, z) holds and there exist m ∈ Bl ν and q ∈ Bl n−1 such that
Moreover, when condition (ii) is satisfied for some m ∈ Bl ν , there is a unique q ∈ Bl n−1 such that equations (6.1) hold. If, furthermore, the Γ-interpolation data λ j → z j , j = 1, . . . , n, are solvable by an analytic function h :
Thus, when (ii) holds, if h = (s, p) then
Proposition 6.1 leads us to consider some classes E νn ⊂ Hol(D, Γ) of rational functions.
is rational and there exists m ∈ Bl ν (or a Blaschke product m of degree ν, respectively) such that 2mp − s 2 − ms ∈ Bl n−1 .
Thus Proposition 6.1 states that if h is a solution of Problem IΓ with data that satisfies condition C ν extremally, then h ∈ E νn . A function in E νn is rational of degree at most 2n − 2 and is necessarily Γ-inner [2, Theorem 7.3].
Proposition 6.3. For n ≥ 1 and ν ≥ n
Let λ 1 , . . . , λ n be distinct points in D. Then the n-point interpolation data
are extremally solvable Nevanlinna-Pick data. Since the n-point Nevanlinna-Pick data λ j → m(λ j ) are solvable, there exists a Blaschke product ψ of degree at most n such that ψ(λ j ) = m(λ j ) for each j (use induction and Schur reduction, or see [1, Theorem 6.15] ). Then
are extremally solvable Nevanlinna-Pick data. By Proposition 6.1,
Consider a function h = (s, p) ∈ E 13 of degree 4. Let m ∈ Aut D be an auxiliary extremal, so that equation (6.3) holds and q has degree at most 2. Since d(mp) = 5 there must be at least 3 cancellations between the numerator and denominator in equation (6.3). An understanding of these cancellations will be important in the sequel; we recall some results from [2] about them.
(1) the points in ∆ at which |s| = 2 are precisely the royal nodes of (s, p) in T, and (2) for any finite Blaschke product m, the rational function 2mp−s 2−ms has a cancellation at ζ ∈ C if and only if ζ is a royal node of (s, p) in T and m(ζ) = 1 2 s(ζ). Moreover, when this is so there is exactly one cancellation at ζ.
The first assertion is Lemma 7.10, the second is Theorem 7.12 in [2] . Proof. Suppose h = (s, p) ∈ E 13 . By [2, Theorem 7.3] any function in E νn is rational, G-inner and has degree at most 2n − 2. Thus d(p) ≤ 4. By [2, Corollary 6.10], s is rational of degree at most 4 and has the same denominator as p. Let s(ω j ) = m(ω j ) are distinct and are in the same cyclic order as the ω j . Thus h is aligned.
If d(p) = 3 then similar reasoning shows that there are at least 2 cancellations in the right hand side of equation (6.5) and hence h has two royal nodes in T. Likewise if d(p) = 2 then h has a royal node in T. In all cases h is aligned.
Conversely, suppose that h is aligned; then d(p) ≤ 4. We prove that h ∈ E 13 in the case that d(p) = 4. By hypothesis there are distinct royal nodes ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 of h in T such that the points Proof. By [2, Theorem 9.1], any function in E 13 which is not superficial is 3-extremal. Recall that a superficial function maps into the topological boundary of Γ. By Definition 5.2, an aligned function h belongs to Hol(D, G) and so is not superficial. By Proposition 6.5, h ∈ E 13 . Thus h is 3-extremal in Hol(D, G).
The following preparatory results will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. There is a special case of Problem IΓ in which condition C 0 is sufficient, for any number of nodes.
Proposition 6.7. Let λ 1 , . . . , λ n be distinct points in D and let z j = (s j , p j ) ∈ G, j = 1, . . . , n. If condition C 0 (λ, z) holds and the Nevanlinna-Pick problem with data λ j → p j is extremally solvable then
This result is [6, Theorem 5.2]. Pick's Theorem enables us to recast the condition C ν as the positivity of a pencil of matrices. . . . , λ n , z 1 , . . . , z n ) holds if and only if, for every Blaschke product υ of degree at most ν,
The details are given in [2, Theorem 4.5].
Calculation of interpolating functions
In this section we present two lemmas on the construction of interpolating functions for data (with any number of nodes) that satisfy condition C extremally. Suppose that n ≥ 3 and data λ j → (s j , p j ), j = 1, . . . , n, satisfy C n−2 extremally, with auxiliary extremal m ∈ Bl n−2 . Here is a strategy for constructing an interpolating function h = (s, p):
(1) find a unimodular rational function p with suitable properties, (2) define s in terms of p, m and q as in Proposition 6.1, so that equation (6.2) holds, and then (3) show that (s, p) is the required interpolating function. A delicate part of the process is to show that (s, p)(D) ⊂ G. The next result describes the construction of the functions s and p and shows that if |s| ≤ 2 on T then it will follow that (s, p)(D) ⊂ G.
For a function f on a subset of the complex plane C writef (z) = f (z).
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that data
satisfy C n−2 extremally, with auxiliary extremal m ∈ Bl n−2 and let q be the unique member of Bl n−1 such that
Suppose that p is a rational inner function such that
and that the function s is defined by the equation
Proof. Note that h : D → C 2 is analytic and
(by choice of q satisfying (7.1)). Thus h(λ j ) = z j for j = 1, . . . , n. We must prove that h(D) ⊂ Γ.
For λ ∈ T we have |p(λ)| = 1 = |q(λ)| = |m(λ)| and
Hence, by [2, Proposition 3.2] and the fact that |s(λ)| ≤ 2 for all λ ∈ T, we have h(λ) ∈ Γ for all λ ∈ T. Thus, for fixed z ∈ D, the analytic mapping λ → Φ(z, h(λ)) is bounded by 1 on T and so, by the Maximum Principle, is bounded by 1 on D.
The boundedness of s on T places a restriction on p.
Lemma 7.2. Let m, q and p be rational inner functions and let s be defined by the equation
Let the solutions of the equation mq(τ ) = 1 be the points
If s is bounded on T then
Proof. If τ is a solution of mq(τ ) = 1, the boundedness of s implies that the numerator mp − q on the right hand side of equation (7.6) vanishes at τ . Note that since mq is a Blaschke product any solution of the equation mq(τ ) = 1 lies on T. Hence q(τ ) = m(τ ). Thus
Proposition 6.1 and Lemmas 7.1 to 7.2 show that if our construction strategy is to succeed the first step must be to find a rational inner function p satisfying interpolation conditions (7.2) at the λ j ∈ D and (7.8) at the τ ℓ ∈ T. Consideration of the number of degrees of freedom suggests we should seek p that is a Blaschke product of degree at most 2n − 2.
Properties of interpolating functions
To establish a sufficient condition for three-point interpolation in Hol(D, Γ) we shall need some technical observations.
A rational function f is unimodular if |f (z)| = 1 for all z ∈ T.
be solvable Nevanlinna-Pick data. If ψ is a rational function of degree n which is unimodular on T and satisfies ψ(λ i ) = z i , i = 1, . . . , n, then ψ is a Blaschke product.
Proof. Consider the case n = 1. We must have ψ = cB α or ψ = c/B α for some c ∈ T and α ∈ D. In the latter case we have
and so |c| < 1, which is a contradiction. Hence ψ = cB α , a Blaschke product. Now consider the case n > 1 and suppose the result known for n − 1. Let
Then ψ 1 is rational of degree n − 1 and unimodular on T. Furthermore,
By the standard Schur reduction process [29] ,
are solvable Nevanlinna-Pick data. By the inductive hypothesis, ψ 1 is a Blaschke product. Thus
is also a Blaschke product. Hence the assertion holds for all n ∈ N.
Lemma 8.2. Let p be a rational function, let m, q be Blaschke products and let s be defined by equation (7.3). Then
for some J ≤ d(mq), where the τ ℓ are distinct solutions of mq = 1, then, for some polynomial R of degree at most
Proof. The identity (8.1) is straightforward. In a self-explanatory notation, we have
as a ratio of polynomials. By choice of p to satisfy equation (8.2) , the factors λ − τ ℓ , ℓ = 1, . . . , J, cancel on the right hand side, and we obtain the expression (8.3). The example below shows that the rational functions s and p from Lemma 8.2 may have different degrees.
for some c ∈ R such that |c| ≤ 2(1 − |a|). Clearly h ∈ Hol(D, Γ) and d(s) = 1 and
Cancellations in some rational functions
Underlying the technical results in this paper is a study of cancellations in certain rational functions. Corresponding to a function h which is a candidate for a solution to an interpolation problem we introduce the function ϕ υ = Φ • (υ, h), where υ is Blaschke factor. An understanding of cancellations in ϕ υ will enable us to show that h is analytic in D. We have previously studied such cancellations in [2, Section 7.2].
Lemma 9.1. Let m, p, q and υ be unimodular rational functions. The function ϕ υ defined by
is a unimodular rational function.
Proof. At any point of T we have |υp| = 1 and (see equations (7.5)) s =sp, and so
We plan to use Lemma 8.1 to show that, for suitable υ, ϕ υ is analytic in D, that is, it is a Blaschke product. We therefore need to know the degree of ϕ υ , and to this end we need to study cancellations. We shall say that ϕ υ has n cancellations at a point α if both numerator and denominator in the right hand side of equation (9.1) vanish at α to order n. We summarise the possibilities for cancellations. 
Let mq(β) = 1, q(β) = 0 and let β be a double zero of p − q 2 . Then ϕ υ has a double cancellation at β if and only if υ(β) = −1/q(β) and υ
It follows from equation (8.
It follows that
By assumption, m 2 p(σ) = 1 and mq(σ) = 1, thus, if 2υp − s and 2 − υs vanish at σ then so does υ − m (note that p(σ) = 0). Conversely, if υ − m vanishes at σ with multiplicity n ≤ ν, then so do p(υ − m) and s(υ − m), and the numerator and denominator of ϕ υ have n cancellations at σ. (β) is easy. (βσ) The assumptions imply that mq(β) = −1. On differentiating equation (7.3) we find
Hence
It follows that 2υp − s = 2 − υs = (2υp − s) ′ = (2 − υs) ′ = 0 at β if and only if υ(β) = m(β) and υ
(m 3 p ′ )(β). (ββ) By (β) above, there is one cancellation at β if and only if υ(β) = −1/q(β). We have p(β) = q(β) 2 , p ′ (β) = 2qq ′ (β), from which it follows that s(β) = −2q(β), s ′ (β) = −2q ′ (β). From these equations it is straightforward to calculate that (2υp − s)
(
, and the assertion follows easily. (τ β) Suppose that ϕ υ does have a double cancellation at τ . We have υ(τ ) = −m(τ ) = 0, p ′ (τ ) = 2q ′ (τ )/m(τ ) and
Since τ is a triple zero of p − q 2 ,
and so, by equation (9.3),
As λ → τ we have
Thus
′ cannot simultaneously vanish at τ when q ′ (τ ) = 0. We can sharpen the results of Lemma 9.2 with the aid of the following elementary notion.
Definition 9.3. For any differentiable function f : T → C \ {0} the phasar derivative of f at z = e iθ ∈ T is the derivative with respect to θ of the argument of f (e iθ ) at θ; we denote it by Af (z).
and the phasar derivative of f at z = e iθ ∈ T is equal to
Clearly, for differentiable functions ψ, ϕ : T → C \ {0} and for any c ∈ C \ {0}, we have (9.5) A(ψϕ) = Aψ + Aϕ and A(cψ) = Aψ.
The result below on properties of phasar derivatives are simple; they can be found in [2, Section 7.1].
Proposition 9.4. Let ϕ : T → C \ {0} be a rational inner function. Then, for all λ ∈ T,
and Aϕ(λ) > 0.
In the applications of Lemma 9.2 below, υ, q are Blaschke products. In such cases there are few possibilities for double cancellations on the unit circle. Ap(β). In particular, ϕ υ has no double cancellation at β if p is inner. (ββ) Let mq(β) = 1, q(β) = 0 and let β be a double zero of p−q 2 for some β ∈ T. Then ϕ υ has a double cancellation at β if and only if υ(β) = −1/q(β) and Aυ(β) = −Aq(β). In particular, ϕ υ has no double cancellation at β if q is inner.
Proof. The conditions on Aυ(β) are simply restatements of the corresponding items in Lemma 9.2 in terms of phasar derivatives. The impossibility of double cancellations in the case of inner p, q follows from the fact that Af > 0 on T for any finite Blaschke product f .
Snares
To establish a sufficient condition for three-point interpolation D → Γ we shall need a topological lemma on multifunctions in order to prove some delicate boundedness properties.
If X and Y are topological spaces then a multifunction from X to Y is defined to be a mapping from X to the set of all subsets of Y . Such a multifunction S is said to be upper semi-continuous if {λ : S(λ) ⊂ U} is open in X for every open set U in Y . If S 1 and S 2 are multifunctions from X to Y then so is S 1 ∪ S 2 , where
Definition 10.1. A snare is a multifunction S from a subset X of D to C * \ 2D with the following properties:
(1) X is a connected open subset of D and the closure of X in C contains T; (2) S(λ) is a compact subset of C * \ 2D for every λ ∈ X; (3) S is upper semi-continuous; (4) if C(λ) is the component of C * \ S(λ) in C * containing 2D, for λ ∈ X, then C ∪ S is upper semi-continuous and C(λ) tends to 2D as |λ| → 1 in X. If S is a snare we say that a function s : ∆ → C * is trapped by S if s(λ) / ∈ S(λ) for all λ ∈ X.
In (4), to say that C(λ) tends to 2D as |λ| → 1 in X means the following. For every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that C(λ) ⊂ (2 + ε)D for all λ ∈ X such that |λ| > 1 − δ. Note that C(λ) always contains 2D.
Snare Lemma 10.2. Let S be a snare with domain X, let s : ∆ → C * be a continuous function trapped by S and suppose that, for some λ 0 ∈ X, |s(λ 0 )| < 2. Then |s(λ)| ≤ 2 for all λ ∈ T.
Proof. For λ ∈ X let C(λ) be the component of C * \ S(λ) containing 2D. Note that C(λ) ∪ S(λ) is closed in C * , for if w lies outside this set then the component of w in C * \ S(λ) is a neighbourhood of w disjoint from C(λ) ∪ S(λ). Let
We shall prove that E is open and closed in X. Consider z ∈ E, so that s(z) ∈ C(z). Pick a connected open neighbourhood V of s(z) that meets 2D and is such that V ⊂ C(z). Then C * \V is an open neighbourhood of S(z), and so by the upper semi-continuity of S there is a neighbourhood U of z in X such that S(λ) ∩ V = ∅ for all λ ∈ U. Now U ∩ s −1 (V ) is a neighbourhood of z. For λ ∈ U ∩ s −1 (V ) the sets S(λ) and V ∪ 2D are disjoint, and the latter set is a connected open set containing 2D. Thus s(λ) ∈ V ∪ 2D ⊂ C(λ). Hence λ ∈ E for all λ ∈ U ∩ s −1 (V ), and so E is open. To show that E is closed we consider the set
Consider z ∈ X \ E, so that s(z) / ∈ C(z). By the hypothesis that s is trapped by S, s(z) / ∈ C ∪ S(z). Pick a closed neighbourhood V of s(z) disjoint from C(z) ∪ S(z). By the upper semi-continuity of C ∪ S there is a neighbourhood U of z in X such that C(λ) ⊂ C * \ V for all λ ∈ U. For λ ∈ U ∩ s −1 (V ) we have s(λ) ∈ V and C(λ) ⊂ C * \ V , so that s(λ) / ∈ C(λ). Thus U ∩ s −1 (V ) is a neighbourhood of z contained in X \ E. Hence X \ E is open, and so E is closed in X.
Since λ 0 ∈ X and |s(λ 0 )| < 2 we have s(λ 0 ) ∈ C(λ 0 ), and hence λ 0 ∈ E. Thus E is a non-empty subset of X. Since E is open and closed in X, we must have E = X, that is, s(λ) ∈ C(λ) for all λ ∈ X.
We can now deduce that |s(λ)| ≤ 2 for all λ ∈ T. For suppose that there exists λ 1 ∈ T such that |s(λ 1 )| = 2 + ε > 2 for some ε > 0. By the continuity of s there exists δ 1 > 0 such that |s(λ)| > 2 + 1 2 ε whenever |λ − λ 1 | < δ 1 , and by the fact that S is a snare, there exists δ 2 > 0 such that C(λ) ⊂ (2 + 1 2 ε)D whenever λ ∈ X and 1 − δ 2 < |λ| < 1. Since the closure of X contains T we may find λ ∈ X such that
ε)D, contradicting the fact that s(λ) ∈ C(λ). Hence |s| ≤ 2 on T.
Lemma 10.3. Let λ ∈ D and let σ 1 , σ 2 , η 1 , η 2 ∈ T be such that
Then B is the intersection with D of either a circle through η 1 and η 2 or a straight line through η 1 and η 2 .
Proof. Let
A routine calculation with cross-ratios establishes the following. If χη 1 = η 2 then B is the intersection with D of the straight line through η 1 and η 2 .
If χη 1 = η 2 then B is the intersection with D of the circle with centre
and radius
moreover, this circle passes through η 1 and η 2 .
A bound for s
In this section the main result, Lemma 11.2, provides an essential boundedness property (|s| ≤ 2) for the candidate h = (s, p) : D → C 2 constructed on the assumption that Problem ♦ has a solution p.
Typically there are 3 boundary interpolation conditions (5.2) in Problem ♦. If we perform 3 Schur reduction steps we can transform Problem ♦ to the search for a Möbius function that maps the τ ℓ to 3 given points on T. Such a Möbius function exists if and only if the 3 target points are in the same cyclic order as the τ ℓ ; this suggests that Problem ♦ can only be solvable by virtue of special properties of the τ ℓ and m.
For brevity we introduce terminology for the hypotheses of Problem ♦. Assumption A♦ Data λ j , s j , p j , j = 1, 2, 3, satisfy condition C 1 extremally, with auxiliary extremal m, the function q is the unique Blaschke product of degree at most 2 such that q(λ j ) = Φ(m(λ j ), s j , p j ), j = 1, 2, 3, and the points τ ℓ , ℓ = 1, . . . , d(mq), are the distinct roots of the equation mq(τ ) = 1.
Lemma 11.1. Under Assumption A♦, let p be a unimodular rational function and let s be the rational function defined by equation (7.3). If p(λ j ) = p j , j = 1, 2, 3, then, for any Möbius function υ such that the degree of ϕ υ is at most 3,
Proof. By hypothesis, condition C 1 holds, which is to say that
are solvable Nevanlinna-Pick data for every υ ∈ Bl 1 . For υ such that ϕ υ has degree at most 3 it follows from Lemma 8.1 that ϕ υ is a Blaschke product, and hence has no poles in D. Suppose that, for some λ ∈ D, s(λ) = 2/υ(λ). Then 2 − υs vanishes at λ, that is, υ(λ)s(λ) = 2, and since λ is not a pole of ϕ υ , the numerator 2υp − s must also vanish at λ. Hence s(λ)
The preceding lemma will give information about the values of s whenever we can find υ ∈ Aut D such that d(ϕ υ ) ≤ 3. Observe that if p satisfies equations (5.2) then, by Lemma 8.2, d(ϕ υ ) ≤ 1 + d(p). However, by choosing υ so that enough cancellations occur between the numerator and denominator 2υp − s and 2 − υs of ϕ υ , we can arrange that d(ϕ υ ) = 3.
Lemma 11.2. Let Assumption A♦ hold, let d(m) = 1 and let p be a unimodular rational function of degree at most 4 such that
Let s be the rational function defined by equation (7.3) . If the relations
have three distinct solutions in T then |s| ≤ 2 on T.
Proof. Consider any pair σ i , σ j of distinct points taken from the three distinct solutions σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ∈ T of (11.1). Denote by Υ ij the set of Möbius functions υ satisfying υ(σ i ) = m(σ i ), υ(σ j ) = m(σ j ). Apply Lemma 8.2 with κ = 2 and n 1 = n 2 = 1, to show that ϕ υ has degree at most
Note that m ∈ Υ ij , so that m(λ) ∈ B ij (λ). By Lemma 10.3, B ij (λ) is the closed circular arc or straight line segment in ∆ joining m(σ i ) to m(σ j ) and passing through m(λ). Let D 1 , D 2 , and D 3 be pairwise disjoint closed circular discs contained in ∆, not containing λ 1 and such that D j is tangent to T at σ j . Let F be the set {λ ∈ D : s(λ) 2 = 4p(λ)}; F is finite by virtue of the identity (8.1). Let X = D\ j D j \F , so that X is a connected open subset of D whose closure contains T. Since s For λ ∈ X with |λ| close to 1, m(λ) is not in the disc m(D j ) touching T at m(σ j ) and so B ij (λ), which is the circular arc joining m(σ i ) to m(σ j ) through m(λ), is close to one of the two arcs of T joining m(σ i ) to m(σ j ). It follows that, for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
We claim that each B ij is upper semi-continuous on X. Consider λ 0 ∈ X and a neighbourhood U of B ij (λ 0 ). There is a neighbourhood V of m(λ 0 ) such that the circular arc or straight line segment through m(σ i ), m(σ j ) and any point in V lies in U. Then B ij (λ) ⊂ U for all λ ∈ m −1 (V ). Thus B ij is upper semi-continuous. Define a multifunction S from X to C * \ 2D by
S(λ) is the union of the three circular arcs or straight line segments in C * \ 2D passing through 2/m(λ), 2m(σ i ) and 2m(σ j ) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3 and is a compact subset of C * \ 2D. (For one λ it will happen that m(λ) = 0, but it does not matter.) As in Definition 10.1, let C(λ) be the connected component of C * \ S(λ) in C * containing 2D. Since each B ij is upper semi-continuous, so are S and S ∪ C on X. As λ ∈ X approaches the unit circle, 2/m(λ) approaches 2T avoiding the three discs 2/m(D j ) ⊂ C * \ 2D which are tangent to 2T at 2m(σ j ), j = 1, 2, 3. It follows that, for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that S(λ) ⊂ (2 + ε)D whenever λ ∈ X satisfies |λ| > 1 −|δ|. The same assertion holds with S(λ) replaced by C(λ), and so C(λ) tends to 2D as |λ| → 1 in X. Thus S is a snare on X.
We claim that s is trapped by S. Consider any λ ∈ X. We must show that 2/s(λ) / ∈ B ij (λ) for any pair of indices i, j. By Lemma 11.1, 2/s(λ) = υ(λ) for any υ ∈ Υ ij . Notice that B ij is defined as a closure, and so to conclude that 2/s(λ) / ∈ B ij (λ) we must show that s(λ) = 2m(σ i ). Suppose the contrary for some λ ∈ X. Choose a sequence (υ n ) in Υ ij converging pointwise to m(σ i ). Since ϕ υn is inner we have
Since the denominator tends to zero as n → ∞, so does the numerator and hence
Thus s(λ) 2 = 4p(λ), contrary to choice of λ / ∈ F . Hence s(λ) / ∈ S(λ), that is, s is trapped by S.
By equation (7.4) ,
By the Snare Lemma |s(λ)| ≤ 2 for all λ ∈ T.
Lemma 11.3. Under Assumption A♦,
≥ 0 and the Nevanlinna-Pick data λ j → p j , j = 1, 2, 3, are solvable.
Proof. Recall that by Proposition 6.8, Condition C 1 is equivalent to the matrix inequality (6.6). For any ω ∈ T we can pick a sequence of Möbius functions υ converging uniformly on compact subsets of D to the constant function ω. Take limits along this sequence in the inequality (6.6) to infer that
≥ 0.
Integrate this inequality in ω with respect to Lebesgue measure on T to obtain the Pick condition (11.3).
12. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 be distinct points in D and let (s j , p j ) ∈ G, j = 1, 2, 3. We must show that (1) the interpolation data
are solvable by an aligned G-inner function if and only if (2) the data satisfy condition C 1 extremally and actively and Problem ♦ is solvable.
(2)⇒(1) Suppose that condition C 1 holds extremally and actively and the corresponding Problem ♦ has a solution p. We shall construct a function h in E 13 such that d(p) ≤ 4 and h(λ j ) = (s j , p j ). By [2, Lemma 8.4 ], h(D) ⊂ G and thus, by Proposition 6.5, the function h is aligned.
Since condition C 1 (λ, z) is active for the data λ → z there exists m ∈ Aut D such that the Nevanlinna-Pick data λ j → Φ(m(λ j ), s j , p j ), j = 1, 2, 3 are extremally solvable. Hence there is a unique function q in the Schur class that satisfies these interpolation conditions, and moreover q is a Blaschke product of degree at most 2. Let τ ℓ , ℓ = 1, . . . , 1 + d(q), be the roots of the equation mq(τ ) = 1. Since mq is a Blaschke product (of degree at most 3), each τ ℓ ∈ T.
By hypothesis (2), the corresponding Problem ♦ has a solution p, that is, there exists a Blaschke product p of degree at most 4 satisfying
d(mq).
We may assume that s s j has a solution f that is a Blaschke product of degree at most 2. Then h = (2f, f 2 ) satisfies the interpolation conditions λ j → (s j , p j ), and moreover every m ∈ Aut D is an auxiliary extremal. Hence h ∈ E 13 and condition (1) of Theorem 1.1 holds.
We may assume that the Pick matrix
is positive definite. ∈ S satisfies the interpolation conditions λ j → Φ(m(λ j ), s j , p j ), j = 1, 2, 3, and so by uniqueness equals q; thus h ∈ E 13 , as required. Let s be defined by equation (7. 3), as in Lemma 7.1, let h = (s, p) and let ϕ υ = 2υp−s 2−υs for any Blaschke product υ.
We may assume that d(p) = 4. It follows from the positivity of M that d(p) is either 3 or 4. Indeed, if , by equation (8.3) , s has the same denominator as p. Thus s is analytic in D. In Lemma 11.2 we may again take J = 1 + d(q)), and since there are 3 distinct solutions of the relations (12.4), we infer that |s| ≤ 2 on T. By Lemma 7.1, h = (s, p) is an interpolating function in Hol(D, Γ), and as before Φ • (m, h) = q, and hence h ∈ E 13 . Thus (1)⇒(2).
(1)⇒(2) Suppose that the interpolation data (12.1) are solvable by an aligned G-inner function h. By Proposition 6.5, h ∈ E 13 . It means that the function
By [2, Proposition 5.1], if h = (s, p) ∈ E 13 , for the data
condition C 1 (λ, h(λ)) is active. By Lemma 7.2, p is a solution of the corresponding Problem ♦. Thus condition (2) of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied.
Remark 12.1. If h satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 1.1 then, by Corollary 6.6, for any choice µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 of distinct points in D, the 3-point interpolation data
are extremally solvable.
Caddywhompus functions
Theorem 1.1 characterizes solvability of certain 3-point interpolation problems by aligned G-inner functions. In this section we give examples of G-inner functions of degree 4 that are not aligned, and discuss their properties.
the degree of h is equal to 4, h has at least 3 distinct royal nodes in T and for every choice of 3 distinct royal nodes ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 in T, the points 1 2 s(ω 1 ), 1 2 s(ω 2 ), 1 2 s(ω 3 ) ∈ T are not in the same cyclic order as ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 .
Here we understand that if one triple consists of distinct points and the other does not then the two triples do not have the same cyclic order (so that (1, i, −1) and (1, −1, 1) do not have the same cyclic order). The reason that cyclic orders play a role here is the following simple fact. If λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are distinct points in T and µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 are any points in T then there exists m ∈ Aut D such that m(λ j ) = µ j for each j if and only if the µ j have the same cyclic order as the λ j .
It follows from the definition that a rational G-inner function h ∈ Hol(D, G) is caddywhompus if and only if it has degree 4, has at least 3 royal nodes in T and is not aligned. Hence, by Proposition 6.5, h / ∈ E 13 . There do exist both aligned and caddywhompus G-inner functions. s(ω j ) = −ω j for each j. Hence h is aligned.
(2) Let 0 < α < 1 and let h be the symmetrization of the two Blaschke products λ 2 and
. The royal nodes of h are the points λ for which λ 2 = B α B −α (λ) = B α 2 (λ 2 ), which are the points λ = 1, i, −1, −i. We may tabulate the royal nodes ω j and the target values 1 2 s(ω j ):
It is clear that, for any choice of 3 royal nodes ω j , there are only 2 corresponding target values 1 2 s(ω j ), and hence the target values are not in the same cyclic order as the nodes. The degree 4 G-inner function h is therefore caddywhompus.
(3) Let −1 < α < 1 and let h be the symmetrization of the Blaschke products λ 3 and B α , so that
(1 − αλ) 2 and so the royal nodes of h are the points 1, −1 and
then h has 4 royal nodes in R, to wit 1, −1 and the two points (13.2), of which one is in D and one lies outside ∆. When α = ± , h is neither aligned nor caddywhompus. When are in the opposite cyclic order to the nodes themselves. It follows that 1 2s maps every triple of royal nodes to a triple of distinct points in T in the opposite cyclic order. Thus h is caddywhompus.
The function h is a G-inner function of degree 3 having 1 as a royal node in T. There are 3 cases. If 1 3 < α < 1 then h has 3 distinct royal nodes in T, to wit 1, ω,ω where
Since h has degree 3 and has 2 royal nodes h is aligned.
there is only one royal node of h in T (to wit, the point 1), and so h is not aligned. When −1 < α < 1 3 there are two other royal nodes, of which one is in D and the other is in
(3 − λ) 2 and all the royal nodes coalesce at 1. Here h ∈ E 03 with the auxiliary extremal m = 1 of degree 0, and h is 3-extremal.
The next result shows that if 3-point interpolation data are generated by localization of a caddywhompus function at 3 points in D then the data do not satisfy C 1 extremally and actively.
(1) The Γ-interpolation data λ j → h(λ j ), j = 1, 2, 3, do not satisfy condition C 1 extremally and actively; (2) if s is injective on the set of royal nodes of h in T then the Γ-interpolation data λ j → h(λ j ), j = 1, 2, 3, do not satisfy condition C 1 extremally.
Proof.
(1) By Proposition 6.5, h / ∈ E 13 . By Definition 6.2 and Proposition 6.1, condition C 1 (λ, h(λ)) does not hold extremally and actively.
(2) We must show that there is no m ∈ Bl 1 such that the Nevanlinna-Pick data λ j → Φ(m(λ j ), h(λ j )), j = 1, 2, 3, are extremally solvable (Definition 4.2). Suppose there does exist such an m: then these Nevanlinna-Pick data are uniquely solvable, and the unique solution q ∈ Bl 2 . By [2, Proposition 5.1]
If d(m) = 1 then it follows that h ∈ E 13 and so, by Proposition 6.5, h is aligned, a contradiction. Alternatively, suppose that m is a constant function. Then since d(q) ≤ 2 there must be at least two cancellations in equation (13.3), and hence it must be the case that m = 1 2 s(ω) for two distinct royal nodes ω of h in T, contrary to the hypothesis of injectivity. Consequently the data do not satisfy C 1 extremally.
Remark 13.4. An example of a caddywhompus function that is 3-extremal. In Proposition 13.3(2) we cannot delete the hypothesis of injectivity. Let h be the caddywhompus function in Example 13.2(2). Here we may choose m to be the constant function 1. It is clear from the table that there are two cancellations in equation (13.3) , at the royal nodes 1 and −1, and so 2mp−s 2−ms has degree 2. Therefore h ∈ E 03 and so is 3-extremal. Hence any 3-point localization satisfies condition C 1 extremally, and is therefore extremally solvable.
On the other hand, Proposition 13.3 tells us that if h is the caddywhompus G-inner function of Example 13.2(3), as in equation (13.1) and λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are any 3 distinct points in D, then the Γ-interpolation data
do not satisfy C 1 extremally. In fact the interpolation data in this example do not even satisfy condition C extremally, so that at present we have no way of showing that they are extremally solvable. If they are extremally solvable then they constitute a counterexample to the Conjecture, for then, for some r ∈ (0, 1) close to 1, the interpolation data rλ j → h(λ j ) satisfy C 1 but are not solvable. We therefore propose the following question.
Is every G-inner rational function of degree 4 having 4 royal nodes in T 3-extremal?
An affirmative answer would refute our 'Γ-interpolation conjecture' (3.10). More generally, if there is any 3-extremal caddywhompus function for which s is injective on the set of royal nodes in T then the conjecture (3.10) is false.
Target data on the boundary
Hitherto we have studied instances of Problem IΓ in which the target points z j ∈ Γ lie in the open symmetrised bidisc G. For completeness this section discusses the case that some z j belongs to the topological boundary ∂Γ of Γ. The analysis of this case exhibits some interesting geometry of Γ.
In fact any map h ∈ Hol(D, Γ) satisfies either h(D) ⊂ G or h(D) ∩ G = ∅ (for example, [2, Lemma 8.4] ). Thus a problem IΓ can be solvable only if the target points are either all in G or all in ∂Γ, and consequently Problem IΓ naturally splits into the problems IG and I(∂Γ).
Since ∂Γ contains the embedded analytic disc
for any ω ∈ T, one can easily write down examples of Problem I(∂Γ) which have non-constant solutions.
Example 14.1. Let ω ∈ T, let p 1 , . . . , p n ∈ ∆ and let λ 1 , . . . , λ n be distinct points in D. The interpolation data
are solvable if and only if the Nevanlinna-Pick data λ j → p j are solvable, and in this case the solutions of the problem (14.1) are (ωf +ω, f ), where f ∈ S satisfies f (λ j ) = p j , j = 1, . . . , n.
Target data points in the distinguished boundary bΓ of Γ are special. Recall [6, Theorem 2.4] that bΓ = {(λ + µ, λµ) : λ, µ ∈ T}, whereas ∂Γ = {(λ + µ, λµ) : λ ∈ T, µ ∈ ∆}. Note that |Φ ω (z)| = 1 for all ω ∈ T and z ∈ bΓ. Lemma 14.2. If h ∈ Hol(D, Γ) and h(D) meets bΓ then h is constant.
Proof. Let h ∈ Hol(D, Γ) and let h(µ) ∈ bΓ for some µ ∈ D. Then, for all ω ∈ T, Φ ω • h ∈ S and |Φ ω • h(µ)| = 1. By the maximum principle Φ ω • h is constant on D for every ω ∈ T. It is simple to deduce that h is constant on D.
An immediate consequence of this lemma is that there are no non-trivial solvable interpolation problems I(∂Γ) in which a target data point lies in bΓ. Proposition 14.3. Let λ 1 , . . . , λ n be distinct points in D, let z 1 ∈ bΓ and let z 2 , . . . , z n ∈ Γ. The interpolation data λ j ∈ D → z j ∈ Γ, j = 1, . . . , n, are solvable if and only if z 1 = · · · = z n , in which case the unique solution of the interpolation problem is the constant map h(λ) = z 1 .
The case of target data lying in ∂Γ \ bΓ is captured in Example 14.1. To prove this we need some facts about Φ ω . Lemma 14.4. Let ω ∈ T and (s, p) ∈ ∂Γ \ bΓ. The following statements are equivalent.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is [6, Theorem 2.5].
Suppose (2) . We can write s = λ + µ, p = λµ for some λ ∈ T and µ ∈ D. Then
Hence λ =ω and p =ωµ, and so (s, p) = (ω + ωp, p) ∈ D ω . Thus (2) implies (3). Suppose (3): s = ωp +ω and p ∈ ∆. Then
and so (3) implies (2).
Proposition 14.5. Let λ 1 , . . . , λ n be distinct points in D and let z 1 , . . . , z n ∈ ∂Γ \ bΓ. The interpolation data
are solvable if and only if there exists ω ∈ T and p 1 , . . . , p n ∈ ∆ such that z j = (ωp j +ω, p j ) for j = 1, . . . , n and the Nevanlinna-Pick data
are solvable. In this case the solutions of the interpolation problem (14.2) are the functions (ωf +ω, f ), where f ∈ S satisfies f (λ j ) = p j , j = 1, . . . , n.
Proof.
Sufficiency is Example 14.1. To prove necessity, suppose that h ∈ Hol(D, Γ) is a solution of the problem (14.2). Let z j = (s j , p j ) for j = 1, . . . , n. Since z 1 ∈ ∂Γ \ bΓ, a simple calculation shows that
There therefore exists a unique ω ∈ T such that ω(
and so, by the maximum principle, Φ ω • h is constant on D. Hence we have
Again by Lemma 14.4, z j ∈ D ω for each j, that is z j = (ωp j +ω, p j ) for j = 1, . . . , n and some p j ∈ ∆. Furthermore, if h = (s, p) then p ∈ S and p(λ j ) = p j , and the Nevanlinna-Pick data λ j → p j are solvable. Remark 14.6. Each point (s, p) of ∂Γ \ bΓ lies in a unique disc D ω ; the corresponding ω is given byω = (s −sp)/(1 − |p| 2 ). Hence the condition in Proposition 14.5 that there exist ω ∈ T such that z j = (ωp j +ω, p j ) for each j can be written
Each pair of discs D ω , D τ , with τ = ω ∈ T, intersects in the single point (ω +τ ,ωτ ), which lies in bΓ \ {(2ω, ω 2 ) : ω ∈ T}. The point (2ω, ω 2 ), on the 'edge' of the Möbius band bΓ (see [6, Theorem 2.4] ), lies on the unique disc Dω.
Weak solvability does not imply solvability
In this short section we justify the statement in Section 3 that weak solvability (recall Definition 3.1) does not imply solvability for Problem IΓ. For the proof which follows denote by H 2 the Hardy Hilbert space on D and by K the Szegő kernel:
Proposition 15.1. Let n ≥ 3. For any distinct points λ 1 , . . . , λ n in D there exist points z 1 , . . . , z n in G such that the interpolation data
are weakly solvable but not solvable.
Proof.
By [2, Theorem 12.4] there exist z 1 , . . . , z n in G such that the Γ-interpolation data
satisfy C n−3 (and a fortiori C 0 ) but not C n−2 . Since C n−2 is necessary for solvability, the Γ-interpolation data (15.1) are unsolvable. Let z j = (s j , p j ), j = 1, . . . , n. To say that the data satisfy C 0 means that
where S, P are the operators on
Since S has spectral radius max j |s j | < 2, it follows from [3, Theorem 1.2] that σ(S, P ) ⊂ G and (S, P ) is a Γ-contraction, which is to say that, for any g ∈ Hol(G, D),
By Pick's Theorem, as reformulated by Sarason [27] , the Nevanlinna-Pick data
are solvable, that is, the data λ j → z j are weakly solvable.
More about extremally solvable data
The purpose of this section is to show the relationship between four natural complex-geometric notions of extremal solvability and the notion we introduced in Section 4: extremal satisfaction of condition C is stronger than any of the geometric notions.
Consider again the general interpolation data
where D is a domain and E is a connected subset of C N for some N. We include the definition of extremal solvability (Definition 4.1) for the purpose of comparison. h(λ j ) = z j for j = 1, . . . , n.
The interpolation data (16.1) are co-extremally solvable if they are solvable but there do not exist a compact subset K of the interior of E and a map h ∈ Hol(D, K) such that the conditions (16.2) hold. The data (16.1) are robustly solvable if there is a neighbourhood V j of λ j in D for j = 1, . . . , n such that, for all λ
are solvable; otherwise the data (16.1) are barely solvable. The data (16.1) are co-robustly solvable if there is a neighbourhood U j of z j in C N for j = 1, . . . , n such that U j ⊂ E and, for all z
are solvable; otherwise the data (16.1) are co-barely solvable.
Remark 16.2.
(1) For distinct points λ 1 , . . . , λ n ∈ D let Solv E (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) denote the set of points (z 1 , . . . , z n ) ∈ E n such that the interpolation data
are solvable, and by Unsolv E (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) the complement of Solv
Then the data (16.3) are co-barely solvable if and only if (z 1 , . . . , z n ) ∈ ∂Solv E (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ).
(2) Robust solvability, co-robust solvability and co-extremal solvability are all holomorphically invariant: if E is open and α : D → D ′ , β : E → E ′ are biholomorphic maps then interpolation data λ j → z j are robustly, co-robustly or co-extremally solvable for Hol(D, E) if and only if the data α(λ j ) → β(z j ) are robustly, corobustly or co-extremally solvable respectively for Hol(D ′ , E ′ ). The analogous statement for extremal solvability is not true, since the isomorphism α does not necessarily extend to be analytic in a neighbourhood of the closure of D. It follows that extremal solvability is not equivalent to co-extremal, bare or co-bare solvability in general.
There is a simple implication between two of these notions of extremal solvability. Proposition 16.3. Let D be a bounded starlike domain and let E be a domain. If the interpolation data (16.1) are robustly solvable then they are not co-extremally solvable. If they are co-extremally solvable then they are barely solvable.
Proof. The second assertion is simply a restatement of the first. We may suppose without loss of generality that D is starlike about 0. Suppose the data (16.1) are robustly solvable: then there exists ε > 0 such that, for 1 − ε < r < 1, the interpolation data rλ j ∈ D → z j ∈ E are solvable. Fix such an r and let ϕ ∈ Hol(D, E) satisfy ϕ(rλ j ) = z j , j = 1, . . . , n.
is a compact subset of E and ϕ r (λ j ) = z j for j = 1, . . . , n. Hence the data (16.1) are not co-extremally solvable.
There is a dual result to Proposition 16.3, proved in much the same way.
Proposition 16.4. Let D be a domain and let E be a bounded domain with the property that, for r ∈ (0, 1), the closure of rE is contained in E. If the interpolation data (16.1) are co-robustly solvable then they are not co-extremally solvable. If they are co-extremally solvable then they are co-barely solvable.
Remark 16.5. The property that the closure of rE is contained in E is strictly stronger than being starlike about 0, as is shown by the example r =
Proof. Since the interpolation data (16.1) are co-robustly solvable there exists ε > 0 such that 1 < r < 1 + ε implies that the data λ j → rz j are solvable. Pick any such r and let ϕ ∈ Hol(D, E) satisfy ϕ(λ j ) = rz j for j = 1, . . . , n. Let ϕ r = ϕ/r. Then ϕ r ∈ Hol(D, E) and ϕ r (λ j ) = z j . The range of ϕ r is contained in r −1 E, and so by hypothesis its closure is a compact set contained in E. Hence the interpolation data λ j → z j are not co-extremally solvable.
The extremal C condition, on which this paper is based, is stronger than all four geometric conditions. Theorem 16.6. Let λ 1 , . . . , λ n be distinct points in D. If the interpolation data λ j → z j ∈ G, j = 1, . . . , n, are solvable and satisfy condition C extremally then the data are (1) extremally solvable, (2) co-extremally solvable, (3) barely solvable and (4) co-barely solvable.
Some notation: for ρ > 0 and any point (s, p) we define ρ · (s, p) = (ρs, ρ 2 p). We write ρ · G for {ρ · z : z ∈ G}. Proof. (1) This is Theorem 4.3. By hypothesis there exists m ∈ S such that the Nevanlinna-Pick data (4.3) are extremally solvable; by Remark 4.4 we may assume that m ∈ Bl n . Hence there exists q ∈ Bl n−1 such that (16.4) Φ(m(λ j ), z j ) = q(λ j ), j = 1, . . . , n.
Suppose that the data λ → z are not extremally solvable: there exists an r 0 > 1 and a function f ∈ Hol(r 0 D, Γ) such that f (λ j ) = z j for j = 1, . . . , n. Since f (λ 1 ) = z 1 ∈ G, f (r 0 D) is not contained in ∂Γ, and so, by [2, Lemma 8.4 ], f (r 0 D) ⊂ G. Pick any r 1 in the interval (1, r 0 ): then f (r 1 ∆) is a compact subset of G. Now
and hence there exists ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that f (r 1 ∆) ⊂ ρ · G ⊂ ρ · Γ. Observe that, for λ ∈ ∆ and (s, p) ∈ Γ, we have
Hence, by continuity of Φ and compactness of ρ · Γ, there is a neighbourhood U of ∆ such that
Pick r 2 in the interval (1, r 1 ) such that m(r 2 D) ⊂ U. Then, for any λ ∈ r 2 D ⊂ r 1 D, we have m(λ) ∈ U and f (λ) ∈ ρ · Γ, and hence
Thus Φ • (m, f ) belongs to the Schur class, and
Hence Φ • (m, f ) is a solution of the solvable Nevanlinna-Pick problem λ j → q(λ j ), j = 1, . . . , n, as is q ∈ Bl n−1 . Any n-point Nevanlinna-Pick problem that is solved by an element of Bl n−1 is extremally solvable and has a unique solution, and so Φ • (m, f ) = q. This yields a contradiction, since Φ • (m, f ) maps r 2 D into D, whereas q maps r 2 D \ ∆ to the complement of ∆. Thus the data λ → z are extremally solvable, which is to say that (1) holds. (2) By hypothesis there exists m ∈ S such that the Nevanlinna-Pick data (4.3) are extremally solvable. Hence there exists q ∈ Bl n−1 such that (16.5) Φ(m(λ j ), z j ) = q(λ j ), j = 1, . . . , n.
Suppose that the data λ → z are not co-extremally solvable; then there exists a compact subset K of G and a function h ∈ Hol(D, K) such that h(λ j ) = z j for each j. is valid for all z ∈ T, s, p ∈ C and r > 0 (this identity was used in [6, page 380] ). For (s, p) ∈ G we have |s| < 2 and so 1 + r − rRe (zs) ≥ 1 − r.
Moreover, by the inequality (3.5), the first term on the right hand side of equation (16.6 ) is non-negative, and hence |2 − zrs| 2 − |2zrp − rs| 2 ≥ 4(1 − r) 2 .
On dividing through by |2 − zrs| for all z ∈ T, (s, p) ∈ G and 0 < r < 1. By continuity, for fixed r ∈ (0, 1), any (s, p) in the closure of rG and all z ∈ T,
(1 + r) 2 > 0 and consequently (s, p) ∈ G.
Concluding reflections
In this section we discuss the relevance of the main theorem and its method of proof to a problem that originally arose in control engineering.
Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation theory has proved useful in control engineering: see for example [18, 16] . In the notation of this paper, it is Problem IE where E is the closed unit disc. Nevanlinna-Pick theory is described in countless papers and books, including [26, 29, 27, 9, 1] . The classical results extend with appropriate modifications to a very narrow class of other sets E, in particular to the case that E is the closed unit ball of the space of m × n matrices. For applications in engineering the theory would be much more useful if we could solve Problem IE for a range of further sets E. The simplest relevant non-classical target set appears to be Γ, and for this and other reasons many authors have studied the function theory of Γ. A summary, some background and references can be found in [30] . It transpires that the theory is considerably more subtle than in the familiar classical cases, but is nevertheless amenable to analysis.
In this paper we study the 3-point interpolation problem IΓ. The attempt to reduce Problem IΓ to a collection of classical Nevanlinna-Pick problems gave rise to the form of duality for G described in Section 3.
As mentioned in Section 3 (equation (3.10)) we have earlier conjectured that the Γ-interpolation data λ j ∈ D → z j ∈ G, j = 1, . . . , n, are solvable if and only if condition C n−2 (λ, z) holds. The conjecture is true in the case n = 2 [6] but we still do not know if it holds when n = 3. Nevertheless our main result, Theorem 1.1, gives a strong partial result that can in principle be used to solve 3-point interpolation problems IΓ numerically, at least in a generic case. The proof of the theorem describes a method of constructing aligned Γ-inner functions and thereby giving an approach to solving Problem IΓ via a onevariable Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem, Problem ♦, for which a Pick-type solvability criterion is available (Corollary 5.4). However, the method will never yield a caddywhompus function, and so it is probably not fully general.
Here is a high-level algorithm based on the proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose given 3-point interpolation data λ j ∈ D → z j ∈ G. First test the necessary condition C 1 for solvability given in Proposition 6.8; this entails checking the positivity of the pencil (6.6) of 3 × 3 matrices indexed by υ ∈ Bl 1 . Since Bl 1 is a compact set of 3 real dimensions this should be numerically feasible. Consider first the case that condition C 1 holds extremally. Then, by Definition 4.2, there is an auxiliary extremal m ∈ Bl 1 and a q ∈ Bl 2 with the properties described in Lemma 7.1. These Blaschke products can be found by a search over a low-dimensional compact set. We anticipate that typically m will have degree 1, though there are cases in which m is a constant. Once m and q are known we may formulate the corresponding Problem ♦ (page 9), which is a classical Nevanlinna-Pick problem, though with mixed interior and boundary interpolation conditions. Problems of this type have been studied by numerous authors [11, 19] and solvability criteria are as described in Corollary 5.4. If Problem ♦ is unsolvable then the initial Problem IΓ is unsolvable. If Problem ♦ has a solution p then we may proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Define s = 2 mp − q 1 − mq ; then the Snare Lemma is used to prove that |s| ≤ 2 on T and hence that (s, p)(D) ⊂ G, and (s, p) is the desired interpolating function in Hol(D, G).
In the case that the interpolation data satisfy condition C 1 , but not extremally, one can choose r ∈ (0, 1) such that the data rλ j → z j satisfy condition C 1 extremally. One may then proceed as above. If the corresponding Problem ♦ is solvable then one can construct a solution g of the modified interpolation problem; then the function λ → g(rλ) is a solution of the initial problem. However, if Problem ♦ is unsolvable, then we cannot conclude that the initial problem is unsolvable. It may yet prove to be the case that Problem ♦ is always solvable -if so, then the procedure we have outlined will in principle work provided that there is an auxiliary extremal m of degree 1. In the exceptional case that condition C 1 is inactive (that is, there are only constant auxiliary extremals m) we do not currently have a prescription.
The present results are only a first step towards a theory of interpolation that would meet the needs of control engineers. Naturally one would like to solve interpolation problems with any number of nodes, and it is natural to ask whether results about Γ extend to the higher-dimensional symmetrised polydisc Γ N . D. Ogle found in his thesis [24, Corollary 5.2.2] an analogue of the necessary condition C 0 for interpolation into Γ N . However, when N ≥ 3, this condition is insufficient for solvability even of two-point interpolation problems [10, Observation 1.3] .
